Abstract
Introduction

48
The problem of global warming needs urgent attention and requires a multifaceted approach 49 including the control on the emission of greenhouse gases. Methane is among the most potent 50 greenhouse gases and has 21 times higher global warming potential than CO 2 over a 100 year 
56
However, the conversion of natural methane to desired liquid products has been a 57 technological challenge (Conrado and Gonzalez, 2014; Clomburg et al., 2017) . In this 58 scenario, the use of 'methanotrophs', microbes for methane mitigation, seems to be an concentrations (Walters et al., 1999) . All these properties make this bacterium a unique 79 candidate to study methanotrophs, and to exploit its metabolic potential as cell factories for uptake were set as negative and reactions for by-product secretion were set as positive.
171 172
Flux variability analysis
173
A metabolic network can attain more than one flux distributions at optimal biomass flux.
174
Minimum and maximum flux values for each reaction constituting network can be computed 175 using FVA. In this work, we separately minimized and maximized flux through each reaction 176 while keeping the growth rate constant at 0.37 h -1 (maximum reported specific growth rate 177 (Joergensen and Degn, 1987) ) and the methane intake rate fixed at 28.10 mmol/gDCW/h.
179
Gene essentiality analysis and knock-out simulations
180
In silico single and double gene knockout studies were performed on the model. deleted EMP cycle were determined using these deletion studies. In addition to a genome-186 scale single reaction deletion study, a genome-scale double-deletion study was also 187 performed using the doubleGeneDeletion function of the COBRA Toolbox.
188 189 slightly reduced to 98.56% of the optimal growth (Table 2) .
Energy parameters and main energetic assumptions
Evaluation on nitrogen and carbon sources
322
The ratio of the activity of the enzymes involved in the ED (6-Phosphogluconate BS under normal simulation conditions was zero, suggesting that this pathway was non-334 essential in this organism.
336
An intriguing property which makes this bacterium unique is the presence of genes of both
337
RuMP cycle and serine cycle. While the former plays a major role in biomass production, the and Kelly, 1972), which could be assimilated in biomass via the RuMP pathway (Table 2) .
358
Further, acetate could also be utilized for growth, which is in accordance with a previously-
359
published report (Eccleston and Kelly, 1972) . The model showed no growth on CO 2 .
361
The mATP values are not known for Mcap. Therefore, we tested the response of the model to were observed compared to the wild type network (Table 2) .
366
Similarly, iMC535 was tested on different nitrogen sources such as nitrate, nitrite, and 367 ammonia. It was observed that using ammonia as the nitrogen source, the flux through source for its growth (Patel and Hoare, 1971) . We tested our model for the growth on each of 374 these reported amino acids as the nitrogen source, and methane as the carbon source. The 375 lower bound for amino acid intake was set as equal to the intake of nitrate (3.4 376 mmol/gDCW/h) at optimal growth conditions when nitrate was used as nitrogen source.
377
Growth was predicted in all the cases as shown in Table 3 since all these amino acids could all the amino acids tested, the maximum growth of 0.58 h -1 was observed when glutamine 381 was utilized as the nitrogen source (Table 3) . However, the model could not grow on other 382 nutrient sources, such as glucose and fructose, since their transporters were absent in the 383 genome, and hence were not included in the model.
385
Analysis of Essential Genes and Flux Variability in Mcap
386
iMC535 was used as a framework to identify the candidate essential genes in Mcap. To Table 5 ).
405
In a metabolic network, optimal flux through objective function can be achieved through a 
Network Topology and Reaction Subsets
422
In the metabolic network, only a few metabolites were found to be highly connected, whereas pyruvate, etc., which were expected due to their common functions in the metabolic network.
431
Interestingly, amino acids such as glutamate, glutamine, aspartate, alanine, and serine also 432 showed high connectivity (Patel and Hoare, 1971) .
434
In a metabolic model, reactions with linearly correlated fluxes form the "correlated reaction 
